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Attachment No.3

WASA COMMENTS ON DRAFT 66PHASE II'PERMIT CONDITIONS
AND FACT SHEET

March 18,2004.Draft Permit for Public Notice

I\PDES Permit No. DC0021199

I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

Following one of the most extensive stakeholder and public participation
processes ever undertaken during the development of a Long Term Combined Sewer
Overflow Control Plan ("LTCP"), WASA submitted its July 2002LTCP Final Report to
EPA and the District of Columbia Department of Health ("DOH") in early August 2002
for their review and approval.' WASA's LTCP was developed in strict accordance with
EPA's 1994 Combined Sewer Qverflow ("CSO) Policy ("Policy"). During development
of its LTCP, WASA characterized, monitored, and modeled its combined sewer system,
considered sensitive areas, evaluated a wide range of control alternatives, and ultimately
selected as its control program a storage, conveyance and treatment system under the
!'demonstration" approach in section II.C.4.b.of the Policy. As provided in the Policy and
as discussed later in these comments, the'selected control program was based upon
design conditions reflecting average year wet weather conditions for the combined sewer
area. When fully implementedo the selected controls in WASA's LTCP will reduce CSO
discharges by approximately 96 percent over uncontrolled levels based on the average
wet weather condition at a capital cost of approximately $1.265 billion in 2001 dollars.
CSO discharges will remain following LTCP implementation, but they will be few and
far between.

By letter dated August 28, 2003, DOH approved the LTCP and found that
following implementation, the selected controls in the LTCP would not cause or
contribute to a violation of District of Columbia water quality standards ("WQS").2
Unfortunately, however, to date, EPA has refused to fulfill its responsibilities under the
Policy and Clean Water Act ("CWA") and find that the CSO discharges remaining after
LTCP willnot cause or contribute to a violation of WQS. EPA's failure to follow the
Policy and comply with the CWA is carried over to the draft phase II permit conditions.

The following overview of the relevant provisions of the Policy and their
application to the long term control planning process in WASA's case is intended to set
the stage for WASA's comments on the flaws in, and proposed revisions to the phase II
permit conditions in the draft permit and fact sheet.

rr WASA's luly 2002 LTCP Final Report and supporting documents are incorporated into these comments
by reference.
2 The August 28,2003 letter is attached to and incorporated into these comments as Exhibit A.
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When it incorporated the Policy into the CWA at section 402(q), Congress gave
EPA, the stateso and CSO communities clear direction with respect to their CSO-related
duties and responsibilities. CWA $ a02(qXl) provides, in relevant part, as follows:

Each permit, order, or decree issued pursuant to this chapter
after December 21, 2000 for a discharge from a municipal combined
storm and sanitary sewer shall conform to the Combined Sewer
Ovedlow Policy signed by the Administrator on April I I, 1994.

33 u.S.c. $ l3a2(q)(l).

This subsection reflects the planning, permitting, and enforcement processes in
the Policy governing the development and implementation of the technology-based (Nine
Minimum Controls) and water quality-based (Long Term Control Flan) requirements of
the Policy. The following steps set forth the substance, timing, and sequence of EPA's
and the states' LTCP planning, permitting, and enforcement responsibilities under the
Policy, the relevant aspects of which must be reflected in all permits, orders, and decrees
issued for discharges from municipal combined sewer systems. The following is an
abbreviated version of the full 1l-step administrative process in Figure 1, which is taken
from EPA guidance3 and is attached to and incorporated into these comments as Exhibit
B .

Step I - EPA (or the state permitting authority in a delegated state) must issue a
phase I permit containing requirements for demonstrating implementation of the Nine
Minimum Controls and development of the LTCP. (Figure l, Step l). Folicy at IV.B.l.

Step 2 - The permittee must complete development of the LTCP and the
selection of the controls necessary to meet CWA requirements (including WQS)
following coordination with the permitting and WQS authorities. Policy at II.C.&III.A.
The Policy gives EPA, as the permitting authority in this case, responsibility for
coordinating review of the LTCP to determine if revisions to the WQS are appropriate
(Policy at III.A.) and development of the phase II permit with DOH (as the WQS
authority). (Figure 1, Steps 3-8). Policy at IV.

Step 3 - The permitting authority must approve the LTCP under either the
presumption or demonstration provisions of section II.C.4. of the Policy. (Figure l, Step
9). Policy at IV. As stated above, WASA has chosen the demonstration approach in its
LTCP, and the Policy and implementing guidancesa make clear that this approach can be
employed only where the permittee can demonstrate that the selected control program is
adequate to meet WQS. Policy at [I.C.4.b.i.&ii. The Policy does recognize that post-
construction monitoring may disclose that the controls may not, in fact, comply with the

' Figure 1 is from U.S. EPA Guidance: Coordinating CSO Long-Term Planning with Water Quality
Standards Reviews (EPA-833-R-01-002)(July 31,2001). This and all other EPA CSO guidances are
incorporated into these comrnents by reference.
* See,eg., Guidance, Id. at ll-12



standards, and requires that LTCPs utilizing the demonstration approach provide for cost-
effective expansion or cost-effective retrofitting should additional controls be needed to
meet the standards. Policy at II.C.4.b.iv.

Step 4 - After the LTCP is approved, the permitting authority must include in a
"phase II" permit the various requirements and conditions set forth in section IV.B.2. of
the Policy, including "[w]ater quality-based effluent limits ... requiring, at a minimum,
compliance with, no later than the date allowed under the State's WQS, the numeric
performance standards for the selected CSO controls ...." (Figure I, Step 9)

Stpp 5 - The permittee must implement the LTCP to comply with the phase II
permit conditions. (Figure 1, Step l0). An administrative or judicial decree is appropriate
only where the permittee cannot comply with all the requirements of its phase II permit.
LTCP implementation schedules should be included in judicial decrees issued in
conjunction with the phase II permits for those major permiffees that cannot meet the
numeric performance standards for the selected CSO controls by the deadline established
in the phase II permit. Policy at V.A.

It is apparent from this process that EPA, and later, Congress, recognized that
controlling CSOs would be an extremely expensive, long-term undertaking for CSO
communities nationwide and that these iommunities' finite resources would be most
effeotively and effrciently utilized by following and completing the administrative
process established in the Policy. The Policy also reflects EPA's and Congress' intent
that these communities not be exposed to liabilities unrelated to their obligations under
the Policy. As demonstrated below, EPA has failed to follow the Policy in the draft phase
II permit conditions and fact sheet and those failures expose WASA and its ratepayers to
the very inefficiencies, risks and potential liabilities that the Policy was designed to
avoid.

Steps I and 2 above (Figure l, Steps l, 3-8) have been completed in WASA's
case. The phase I permit issued by EPA on January 22,1997 required WASA to develop
its LTCP. WASA completed the LTCP and submitted its July 2002LTCP Report to EPA
and DOH in August 2002 for their review and approval. WASA is now prepared to
proceed with LTCP implementation. (Figure 1, Step l0). To fulfill it responsibilities and
complete the administrative process established by the Policy, EPA must first find that
the CSO discharges remaining after implementation of the selected controls in WASA's
LTCP will not preclude WQS attainment (Policy at II.C.4.b.i&ii), and then modiff
WASA's permit to incorporate the phase II permit conditions, including narrative
requirements to implement, operate and maintain the selected CSO controls and water
quality-based numeric performance standards for the selected CSO controls based on the
standards compliance determination. (Figure l, Step 9). Policy at IV.B.2.

Section II.C. of the draft permit contains the narrative requirements and water
quality-based numeric performance standards, but fails to make the WQS compliance
determination required by the Policy and the CWA. Performance standards f,or the
selected CSO controls under the demonstration approach must be based on a



determination by the permitting authority that compliance with the performance standards
will.provide for compliance with WQS, subject to post construction monitoring. The
absence of such a determination exposes WASA to the risk and attendant financial
consequences of having to make substantial modifications to its LTCP after the selected
controls are installed in the event of a later determination that these controls will not
attain WQS.5 The Policy was designed to avoid these very risks and consequences for
permittees by requiring that the permitting authority make its standards compliance
determination before, not after, LTCP implementation.

The potential consequences to WASA of EPA's failure to make the required
WQS compliance determination is compounded by EPA's unauthorized inclusion of
effluent limits based on the approved TMDLs for the Anacostia River and Rock Creek
and the general WQS compliance requirement in section III.E.of the draft permit
modification. Section IV.B.2.c.iv.of the Policy calls for phase II permits to contain
water quality-based effluent limits requiring compliance with the numeric performance
standards for the selected CSO controls. Section III.E. of the draft permit modification
fails to conform to Section IV.B.2.c.iv. because, as explained below, the TMDl-derived
effluent limits and the general WQS compliance requirement do not reflect the selected
CSO controls, are unrelated to and go beyond the permit conditions authorized by the
phase II permit provisions in section IV.B.2.of the Policy, and impose liabilities unrelated
to WASA's obligations under the Policy.

Specifically, the draft permit and fact sheet contain the following errors:

o The draft permit and fact sheet do not conform to CWA $ 402(q)
because they fail to make the water quality stan$ards compliance
determination required by the Policy;

5 One might ask why WASA should be so concerned about having to modify its LTCP following
implementation when the Policy itself recognizes that the selected controls may have to be expanded or
retrofitted where post construction monitoring establishes that CSOs remaining after LTCP will not attain
WQS. The answer is that LTCP modifications under these circumstances would by their very nature be cost
effective because the possible expansions or retrofits would have been built into the LTCP at the time it
was developed and approved, just.as WASA has done in its LTCP. In fact, the Policy calls for
modifications under these circumstances to be cost effective. Policy at II.C.4.b.iv. WASA also recognizes
that it may have to modif its LTCP based on future WQS modifications; however, the financial
consequences of LTCP modifications made in response to subsequently adopted WQS modifications are
known and accepted at the time the WQS modifications are adopted. The financial consequences of future
compliance determinations based on WQS in effect at the time of LTCP development, on the other hand,
could have unintended and severe consequences that can be avoided with WQS compliance determinations
prior to IrTCP implementation. For example, a future WQS compliance determination following.
implementation of a LTCP that called for continued CSO discharges might require that the discharges be
eliminated through separation based on a f,rnding that the discharges impair an existing use that can not be
changed. Had such a determination been made prior to LTCP implementation, the CSO community could
have tumed directly to separation and avoided investing in facilities that can not meet WQS. Also, even if
subsequent standards determinations do not result in the abandonment of CSO facilities, it is reasonable to
assume that expansions or retrofits that are anticipated or planned for at the time of LTCP development will
cost less than unexpected expansions or reffofits required by subsequent standards compliance
determinations.



The draft permit fails to conform to CWA $ a02(q) because it contains
the general water quality standards compliance requirement in section
I I I .E . I . ;

The draft permit fails to conform to CWA $ a02(q) because it contains
the TMDl-derived effluent limits in section III.E.2.:

The TMDl-derived effluent limits and monitoring requirements in
sections III.E.2. and III.E.3., respectively, of the draft permit are
erroneous and arbitrary and capricious because they incorrectly assume
that the TMDLs can be employed directly as effluent limits for the CSO
discharges remaining after implementation of the LTCP;

The draft permit and fact sheet failto conform to CWA $ a02(q) and are
contrary to the law because they neither contain nor acknowledge
WASA's right to a schedule for implementation of WASA's LTCP
,based on the erroneous conclusion that the Policy requires WASA to
immediately implement its LTCP.

II. ERRORS IN THE PHASE II PERMIT CONDITIONS

A. The Draft Permit and Fact Sheet DoNot Conform to CWA $ 402(q) Because
They Fail to Make the W?ter Ouality.Stand?rds Compliance Determinatiolt
Required bv the Policy.

As discussed above, CWA $ a02(q)(l) requires that each permit issued after
December 21,2000 for a discharge from a municipal combined storm and sanitary sewer
conform to the Policy.The Policy at II.C.4.b, EPA guidances implementing the Policy6,
and, indeed, EPA's comments on WASA's LTCP itself', make clear that when, as here,
EPA is the permitting authority, it can not approve a LTCP submitted pursuant to the
Policy's demonstration approach and use that LTCP to establish water quality-based
conditions in a phase II permit without first determining that the LTQP will comply with
applicable ryat9r quality standards following implementation. Therefore, a phase II permit
that is based upon a LTCP utilizing the demonstration approach which has not been
determined by the permitting authority to meet water quality standards does not conform
to the Policy and violates CWA $ 402(q).

Section II.C.4.b.of the Policy reflects, first, a fundamental legal principle in the
CWA that permits issued pursuant to the CWA must, among other things, provide for

u See,e.g., supra. fn 4
' Letter dated September 5,2002 from Jon Capacasa to Nancy Stoner, et al., which is attached to and
incorporated into these comments as Exhibit C.



compliance with applicable water quality standardss, and, second the practical importance
of making standards compliance determinations before using LTCPs to establish phase II
permit conditions. Without such compliance determinations, permittees are exposed to
the risk of spending hundreds of millions of dollars on LTCP implementation to meet
their phase II permit conditions only to learn during or following LTCP implementation
that the f ,TCP must undergo significant modification to meet WQS. These modifications
may prevent some portion of the facilities installed pursuant to the LTCP from being
utilized for their intended purposes or they may require the permiffee to install significant
additional controls at considerably greater cost than the permiffee would have incurred
had these conffols been installed as part of the original LTCP.

The relevant provisions from the Policy that require the permitting authority to
make the standards compliance determination discussed above are found in section
II.C.4.b. Both this section and WASA's LTCP contemplate CSOs remaining after LTCP
implementation. Section tt.C.4.b.provides that permittees using the demonstration
approach must make the following water quality standards compliance demonstration:

i. The planned control program is adequate to meet WQS and
protect designated uses, unless WQS or uses cannot be met as a
result of natural background conditions or pollution sources other than
CSOs;

ii The CSO discharges remaining after implementation of the
planned control program will not preclude the attainment of WQS or
the receiving waters' designated uses or contribute to their impairment.
Ihhere ltQS and designated uses are not met in part because of natural
Background conditions or pollution sources other than the CSOs, a total
maximum daily load, including wasteload allocation and a load allocation,
or other means should be used to 

.apportion 
pollutant loads.

ln turn, under the Policy, the permitting authority must determine that the
permittee has made the required water quality standards compliance demonstration.
ln making this determination that the LTCP is adequate to meet WQS, the Policy
contemplates that the permitting authority must specifically pass upon the design
conditions that are the basis for the LTCP. This is because section IV.B.2. of the Policy
clearly mandates that specific phase II permit terms and conditions reflect the approved
LTCP, and that these permit terms and conditions consequently reflect the design
capacities of the selected controls in the LTCP.

Thus, for permittees using the demonstration approach, section IV.B.2.c.of the
Policy calls for phase II permits to contain

[wJater-quality based effluent limits under 40 CFR 122.44(d)(t)
and 122.44(k), requiring, at a minimum, compliance with ...
the numeric performance standards for the selected CSO controls,

8 See, CWA$402(a{l), 33 USC g l3a2(a)(l).



based on overage design coryditions specifying at least one of the
following:

iv. pedormance standards and requirements thal are consistent with
fsectionJ ILC.4.b. of the Policy.

Emphasis added.

Again, we note that the above referenced section II.C.4.b.of the Policy provides
for the two-part WQS compliance demonstration specified in that section.

Together, these provisions of the Policy mean that at the time it issues the phase II
permit, EPA must (1) determine that WASA's LTCP makes the compliance
demonstration specified in section ILC.4.b.i.&ii., and (2) include in the permit, water
quality-based performance standards for the selected CSO controls based on average
design conditions from WASA's LTCP. While the draft phase II permit does contain the
performance standards specified in (2) above, it is legally flawed because it does not
contain the WQS compliance determination specified in (1) above. The draft fact sheet
suggests that EPA believes it has fulfilled its WQS compliance determination obligations
under section II.C.4.b.of the Policy by its references to DOH's August 28,2003 standards
compliance determination and the various TMDLs that have been approved for the
Anacostia River and Rock Creek. As discussed below, these references not only fail to
fulfill EPA's obligation, they illustrate the importance of the WQS compliance
determination.

EPA's reference to DOH's August 28,2A03 standards compliance determination
in the draft fact sheet is not sufficient to fulfill its obligation because EPA is the
permitting authority in this case. As the permitting authority, EPA is required by the
Clean Water Act and its own regulations and guidances to make this determination rather
than simply referencing DOH's determination. We believe EPA can fulfill its obligation
by concurring in DOH's determination and rationale, but here, EPA has not even stated
that it agrees with DOH.

Further, EPA can not rely simply on its reference to and use of the TMDLs that
have been approved for the Anacostia River and Rock Creek to fulfill its obligation to
find that the CSO discharges remaining after implementation of the planned control
program in WASA's LTCP will not preclude the attainment of WQS or the receiving
waters' designated uses or contribute to their impairment. A number of TMDLs
containing waste load allocations for WASA's CSO discharges, including all of the
TMDLs for CSO discharges to the Potomac River, remain to be developed.e Obviously,
there can be no finding of standards compliance based on TMDLs that have not been
developed. Also, WASA's CSOs must comply with DOH's narrative water quality

e See, D.C. Dept. of Health 303(d) 2002 list of impaired watersn which is incorporated into these comments
bv reference.



standards and the TMDLs that have been approved and are referenced in the draft fact
sheet and permit do not address complianci with the narrative standards.lo

Finally, like the planned control program in WASA's LTCP, the TMDLs reflect
the average year loads from the years 1988, 1989, and 1990. EPA approved the TMDLs
on the basis of these average year loads. However, it is not clear from EPA's TMDL
approvals whether EPA has also found, or whether it believes it even needs to find that
the TMDLs will provide for compliance under all reasonably foreseeable wet weather
conditions as opposed to the wet weather conditions reflected in the average loads. EPA's
failure to make such a finding in connection with this phase II permit, or at least explain
its finding, calls into question whether EPA has found that the planned control program
will comply with water quality standards under all reasonably foreseeable wet weather
conditions, not just the wet weather conditions reflected in the average of the years 1988,
1989, and 1990. Moreover, an examination of EPA's approval documents for the TMDLs
reveals that EPA has not made any WQS compliance determination at all with respect to
a number of the TMDL,s.rr

As explained above, Policy's requirement that WQS compliance determinations
be made before, rather than after LTCP implementation is designed to ensure that, to the
extent possible, CSO communities are not called upon to invest hundreds of millions of
dollars in public funds to implement LTCPs that may have to be modified substantially
based on future standards compliance determinations, particularly when these same
determinations can be made prior to LTCP implementation. No where is the justification
for this reguirement more apparent than here; As reflected in the letter attached to these
comments'', several environmental groups have asserted that the CSO discharges
remaining after implementation of the seiected controls in WASA's LTCP will not
comply with WQS. In fact, they have asserted that any CSO discharge following
implementation of WASA's LTCP would violate WQS and the Clean Water Act. WASA
and DOH disagree; however, the existence of this conflict makes it all the more important
that EPA make the standards compliance determination called for in the Policy.
Otherwise, WASA faces the very real risk that future challenges to the LTCP could force
WASA to spend far more to achieve compliance with WQS than it would have spent had
this dispute been resolved prior to or during the early stages of LTCP implementation.

Finally, it should be noted that EPA itself has acknowledged the value of
proceeding with LTCP implementation based on the added assurance of the standards
compliance determination associated with the demonstration approach. In its December,
2001 CSO Report to Congressl3, EPA assessed State implementation of LTCPs, and
observed that "the clear levels of controls needed to meet water quality standards are
often not defined" and that "uncertainty" has resulted in "delays on the part of the CSO

'o All EPA TMDL administrative record documents related to the TMDLs referenced in the draft permit
and fact sheet are incorporated into these comments by reference.
'r See,e.g., Anacostia TSS, oil & grease, and organics & metals TMDLs; and Piney Branch organics &
metals TMDLs.
12 See, letter dated November 21,2002 from David S. Baron, et al. to Dr. Mohsin Siddique, which is
attached to and incorporated into these comments as Exhibit D.
'' The Report is incorporated into these comments by reference



communities to commit to development and implementation of LTCPs." Report at7-6.
EPA further noted that while use of the explicit performance criteria found in the LTCP
presumption approach has helped communities design LTCPs, "a number of CSO
permittees have decided to follow the demonstration approach in their LTCPs. In general,
following a demonstration approach provides CSO communities with more assurance that
when completed and implemented, LTCPs will result in attainment of applicable water
quality standards.'o Report at7-7. Here, WASA has specifically sought the greater level
of assurance with regard to WQS compliance that EPA says the demonstration approach
was intended to offer because it wants to eliminate levels of uncertainty and the
associated risks before implementing its LTCP. Where, as here, EPA, and not a State, is
thepermitting authority, it would be wholly inadequate for EPA not to pass upon the
specific WQS compliance issues and not provide the level of assurance it intended from
the Policy, and which it expects its State implementing partners to provide.

B. The Draft Permit Fails to Conform to CWA S 402(-q) Because it Contains the
General Water Oualif.v Standards Compliance Requirement in Section III.E.1.

EPA does not have the authority to add, on top of the water quality-based
requirements derived from the LTCP, the separate general water quality standards
compliance requirement in section IILE.! of the draft permit. Section IV.B.2. of the
Policy clearly provides that upon issuance of the phase II permit following LTCP
development, water quality-based requirements for the combined system will be
expressed as "numeric performance standards for the selected CSO controls." If EPA
could simply toss a general standards compliance requirement into permits, it would
render the WQS compliance determination in the Policy meaningless.

Moreover, the general water quality standard compliance requirement in wholly
unrelated to WASA's obligations under the Policy becauseo while WASA is obligated to
comply with WQS, its WQS obligation is tied directly to the process established in the
Policy. Consequently, the Policy does not authorize the general standards compliance
requirement in section III.E.l.of the draft permit

Finally, for the same reasons it is not authorized by the Policy, it would be
grossly unfair for EPA to include such a broad standards compliance requirement in the
permit before EPA had even made a determination that the CSOs remaining after LTCP
implementation will not cause or contribute to violations of WQS. Now that the water
quality-based performance standards can be derived from WASA's LTCP, the
requirement in section III.E.1.would serve no purpose other than to expose WASA to
potential liability for non-compliance with an undefined obligation. The Policy does not
authorize such an obligation.

C. The Draft Permit Fails to Conform to CWA Q 402(q) Because it Contains the
TMDl-derived Effluent Limits in Section III.E.2.

The draft fact sheet (page 14) discloses that EPA included the TMDl-derived
effluent limits based on its conclusion that section II.C.4.b.of the Policy provides for the



use of TMDLs and wasteload allocations in establishing performance standards for
LTCPs using the demonstration approach. Section ll.C.4.b.does authorize the use of
TMDLs and wasteload allocations, but not for the purpose that EPA uses them here.
Rather, section tt.C.4.b.ii. of the Policy provides that TMDLs and wasteload allocations
can be used to apportion pollutant loads in determining whether the CSO discharges
remaining after implementation of the selected controls will not preclude attainment of
WQS where WQS are not met in part because of natural background conditions or
pollution sources other than CSOs. In other words, while it may be appropriate for EPA
to use the wasteload allocations in the TMDLs to determine that the performance
standards for the selected controls in WASA's LTCP will not preclude attainment of
WQS, it is not appropriate to use these allocations as the performance standards
themselves.

Had the draft permit modification and fact sheet been written to conform to the
Policy, they would have stated that the requirements in section III.C. of the draft permit
include the performance standards required by section IV.B.2.c.of the Policy. The fact
sheet would have stated that these performance standards reflect the selected controls in
WASA's LTCP, based on average design conditions. The fact sheet would have also
stated that EPA has determined that, subject to post construction monitoring, the CSO
discharges remaining after implementation of WASA's LTCP will not preclude
attainment of WQS in accordance with section II.C.4.b.of the Policy as long as WASA
complies with the performance standards in section tII.C.of the permit. EPA could have
used the TMDLs and wasteload allocations to make its standards compliance
determination for the performance standards,la but it would have been unnecessary to
include the water quality-based requirements in section III.E of the permit because the
performance standards in the permit and EPA's standards compliance determination in
the fact sheet would have provided for compliance with WQS.

Unfortunately, the water qualiry-based CSO provisions in the draft permit and fact
sheet bear little resemblance to the way the water quality-based CSO provisions would
have been written had the draft permit conformed to the Policy. Rather than expressing
the requirements in section III.C of the draft permit as both the narrative requirements
pursuant to section IV.B.2.b. of the Policy and the water quality-based performance
standards that they are, the fact sheet erroneously describes the requirements in section
III.C. only as the narrative requirements. Fact Sheet at p.14. Further, rather than making
a standards compliance determination based on the performance standards in section
III.C. of the draft permit as it is required to do to conform to the Policy, EPA simply
failed to make a standards compliance determination, and instead, added the independent
TMDL and WQS compliance obligations in section III.E. of the draft permit.

ra As explained above, however, reliance on the TMDLs and wasteload allocations alone would not provide
the WQS compliance determination required by the Policy. EPA's WQS compliance determination would
also have to address the parameters and water bodies for which TMDLs have not been developed, the
narrative WQS, those TMDL which contain no WQS determination at all, and the uncertainty associated
with the average year rainfall conditions use to develop the TMDLs and the TMDL approvals, i.e., whether
TMDLs developed for average wet weather conditions are sufficient to provide for WQS compliance under
all wet weather conditions.
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Collectively, these failures by EPA to conform to the Policy have the effect
imposing upon WASA (l) the risks and burdens of proceeding with LTCP
implementation without any assurance that it will not have to significantly modiff its
LTCP based on a future standards compliance determination after investing hundreds of
millions of dollars toward LTCP implementation; (2) potential liability for non-
compliance with TMDL and WQS compliance obligations in section III.E.of the draft
permit even if WASA meets the performance standards in section III.C. of the draft
permit; and (3) multiple liabilities for the same acts or failures to act because EPA's
failure to provide for WQS compliance through the performance standards in section
III.C. and its inclusion of redundant and unnecessary water quality-based compliance
obligations in section III.E. of the draft permit. Had the draft phase II permit been written
to conform to the Policy it would have provided for compliance with WQS based upon
three clear and distinct obligations - (l) to implement, operate, and maintain the selected
CSO controls as described in the LTCP, (2) to meet the performance standards, and (3) to
demonstrate compliance with WQS based on post construction monitoring.

D. The TMDl-derived Effluent Limits and Monitoring Requirements in Sectiqns
III.E.2. and IILE.3.. Respectively. of the Draft Permit are Enoneous and Arbitrary
and Capricious Because They Incorrectly Assumg That the TMDLs Can be
Employed Directly As Effluent Limits For the CSO Discharges Remaining After
Implementation of the LTCP.

The loads allocated to CSOs in the TMDLs cannot be used directly as effluent
limits for the CSOs remaining after LTCP implementation as proposed by EPA in section
III.E. of the draft permit because the numeric TMDL values and WASA's LTCP were
developed from mathematical models that do not reflect the CSO discharges and other
sources of water quality impacts on the receiving waters under all rainfall conditions.
Thus, the loads in the CSOs remaining after implementation of the selected controls in
WASA's LTCP can be expected to exceed the TMDl-derived effluent limits in section
III.E.2.in those years when rainfall exceeds the rainfall volumes that are the basis for the
design capacity of the selected controls in WASA's LTCP. The performance standards in
section III.C. of the draft permit, on the other hand, are derived from the selected controls
in WASA's LTCP, and, therefore, do reflect the design capacities of the selected
controls. Consequently, WASA could be in full compliance with the performance
standards in section IILC. of the draft permit and exceed the TMDl-derived effluent
limits in section III.E.2.

The mathematical models that were used to develop both the TMDLs and WASA's
LTCP are based on the climate conditions for the average of 1988, 1989, and 1990, which
represent wet, dry, and average rainfall years. The documentation supporting the TMDLs
identiff the average of these years as the critical environmental condition for establishing
a wasteload allocation for the CSOs. The wasteloads allocated to the CSO discharges that
will remain following implementation of the selected controls in WASA's LTCP are the
average annual values of the three-year period. It is these wasteloads that EPA proposes
to use as effluent limits in section IILE.2.of the draft permit. Following LTCP
implementation, actual loads discharged from the remaining CSOs will vary from year-

l 1



to-year depending on rainfall volume, duration and frequency, with the expectation that
the actual loads discharged will exceed the TMDl-derived effluent limits in those years
when rainfall produces loads that exceed the average annual loads for the 1988, 1989, and
1990 period that is the basis for both the TMDLs and WASA's LTCP.r5

The monitoring requirements for the TMDl-derived effluent limits in section
III.E.3. of the draft permit incorrectly assume that compliance with the TMDLs can be
monitored directly. Therefore, the monitoring requirements suffer from the same flaws as
the effluent limits themselves. As discussed above, compliance with the TMDLs has to
be measured against the average annual loads for the three-year period that is the basis
for the TMDLs, not the loads in the year in which the monitoring is performed.
Therefore, the only way to accurately measure compliance with the TMDLs is to use the
same sampling protocols and data analysis that were used to develop the TMDLs
themselves. This would involve periodic monitoring of the CSO discharges and the water
quality conditions in the receiving waters. This information would then be used to make a
modeling evaluation to determine whether the selected controls in the LTCP are
providing the decree of control required by the TMDLs, again, based on the average
annual loads for the three-year period that is the basis for both the TMDLs and WASA's
LTCP.

The correct procedure for monitoring compliance with the TMDLs is already set
forth in the post construction monitoring provisions in section III.D.of the draft permit.
Moreover, section III.C.of the draft permit contains monitoring requirements to ensure
that the selected controls in the LTCP are providing the level of CSO control used to
establish the wasteload allocations in the TMDLs.

E. The Draft Permit Modification and Fact Sheet Fail to Conform To CWA $
402(q) and Are Contrarv to the Law Because Thev Neither Contain Nor
Acknowledse WASA's Right to a Schedule for Imolementation of WASA's
LTCP Based on the Erroneous Conclusion That the Policy Requires WASA to
lmmediatelv Imnlement its LTCP.

The draft permit fails to include a schedule for implementation of the selected
CSO controls in WASA's LTCP based on EPA's conclusion that the Policy "... requires
implementation of the LTCP immediately upon issuance of this permit." Fact Sheet at
p.13. The Policy contains no such requirement. Rather, it expressly provides that phase II
permits should require compliance with numeric performance standards for the selected
CSO controls "... no later than the date allowed under the State's WQS..." Policy at $
IV.B.2.c. The District of Columbia's WQS contain the following schedule authorization:

ls Further, neither the permit not the fact sheet contain any explanation of the term "average annual load" in
the TMDl-derived effluent limits in section III.E. Presumably, they are based on the TMDLs, but it is
iripossible to determine from the permit how the av€rage annual loads are to be calculated or used for
compliance purposes.

t2



Whenever a new water quality standard based ffiuent
Iimitation is imposed in a discharge permit, the permittee
shall have no more than three years in which to achieve
compliance with such limitation, unless it can demonstrate
that a longer compliance period is warranted. A compliance
schedule shall be iicluded in the permit.

2 l  DCMR I105 .9

The obligation to implemerit the LTCP is unquestion ably ooanew water quality
standard based effluent limitation" within the meaning of the above referenced the WQS
provision. Further, DOH's August 28,2003letter to EPA (Exhibit A.) indicates that
WASA has demonstrated to DOH's satisfaction that a LTCP implementation schedule is
warranted. Accordingly, WASA believes that EPA is legally obligated to include a LTCP
implementation schedule in the permit. WASA intends to confer immediately with DOH
to establish a mutually agreeable LTCP implementation schedule for the permit, and
requests that EPA afford WASA and DOH a reasonable period of time to confer and
transmit a schedule to EPA.

l 3
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sn.Xb'ntxr UNITED STATES ENVIRONi'ENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGIOI{ ill

1650 Arch Stnet
Fhlladotglhla, Penncylvrnte 19103'2029

l)r.l''.)4 -EXHIBIT C

sEP 0 5 2002

Ms. Nancy Stoner
Mr. Jim Woodworth
Natryal Resbwces Defense Cotmcil
1200 New York Avenue, N.W.
Suite 400
Washingtoq D. C. 20005

Dear Ms. Stoner and Mr. Woodworth:
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Thank you for your August 16, 2002 letter to Regional Administrator Donald Welsh- ln

thst letter you make several recommendations concerning the Distriet of Columbia (D.C') Long

Term Control Plan (LTCP) for combined sewcr overflows (CSO's)'

I believe that the U. S. Environnsntal Protection Agency (EPA) and the Natual

Resources Defense Counsil agree on the most critical issues impacting water quality ini'C' It

has been rnost usefirl ls sxclt;nge insights on the iryortad aspects of tbc developing CSO plan

through several meetings anO conference calls we have bad over the recer$ months, most recently

onJuiy 1l inPhiladeb[ia WeagreewithD.C. andwithyouthatthehigbestnrtlqistne
Anacostia Rivsr. We also agee that an effective means to get this problem underitll co.ntrol in

the Anacostia would invobJtne earty constnrction oftunnels as zuggested by the D.C' Water and

Sewer Authority (WASA). We further agree that the implementation of Low lmpact

Development (LID) techniques tlas signifi'cant potential to reduce CSO ard stom water flows' to

improve low flow stream conditiorrs, *a to lmprove upon the "gpening'o of the- cig We have

read with interest your recent reportentitled "'Ort oTtht G7ttte4" and zupryrt the kind of efforts

you recommend, which could be applied tlrroughthe efforts of a number of city, state, fedsral and

other agencies working in partnenhip.

It is EpA's view that the tecbniques incorporated into an LTCP can cbange and be refined'

over the years tbat the plan is iryleme*ed, so long as those changes meet Tth D'C' an$ EPA

approvaf a.s appropriate, in the conten of NPDES permit and enfqrcement docunpnt obligations'
p-articularly with respect to the use of LID in the Rock Creek and Potomac River sewer drainage

areas, work to irylement those phases of G ftCp, as you know, will not {art lor a numbs of

. yeafs. Given that, we expect tttt *y subsequeffi EPA approval of the LTCP will provide a clear

bpportunity for the Rock Creek and botomac River elements of ttre LTCP to be updated to reflect

aivelopments in LID at the tinn. The S-year NPDES permit renewal cyclc pro}des a clear check

point for EPA in efisuring that significant-advances in technolory and or orn urderstanding of best

managernent practices are incorporated in the Plan as appropriate

$ printed on r00?t rccycre*";l#Hy:Ii::;:!;f::i;gffii{#; and proccst chtortnctrn'



Let me review for you our perspective on the LID aspects of this Plan and EPA's
leadership position on the implementation oflow Impact Developrrent techniques. First, EPA is
serving as the reviewer of this locally developed WASA CSO Planwhichhas been the subject of
considerable stakeholder input spanning several yeais. It is not our role to fimlly selcct for locals
authorities and stakeholders the specific measures to be used in th€ fual plan so long as the
requirements of the Clean Water Act are met. Second, EPA Region III has provided considerable
support and leadership on the irrylementation of LID techniques through the yean ttrough a
combination of financial and technical assistance, development of technical support materials, and
outreach to communities within the Region and nationally. Our early eforts began with ttle CSO
Special Expert Panel which Rebecca llanmer and I convened in the mid 1990s in order to advance
thl':king on CSO, trash and sourcE controls in DC. It continues todav through the firndipg of a
nstional confer€nce on LID by Region III to be beld in the DC/tvID area in FY 2003, $l million
of federal futrding for significant LID projects in the Anacostia watershed in FY 2002 matched by
local dollars, working in earnest with federal ptoperty managers to complete on-the-ground
dernonstration projects such as exist at the Washington Navy Yard and Southeast Federal Center'
partnering with the Anacostia Waterfront Initiative, and providing financial support to the
documentation of LID technical specifications and evaluations of effestiveness.

With respect to requiring WASA to adopt an incentive-based approach for LID, it ii otu
belief that the greening of the City using LID and other sourca control techniques is a trerrndous
partnership opportmity for many agencies, public and private. LID is an approach with multiple
benefits, not limited to CSO or storm water managemer*. Launching a partnership initiative in
our view would be tne best wayto firlly realize tbe potential while considcring the many barriers
that come with an advanced stage of urbanization and multiple landholding entities. WASA's
funding investrmnt to LID in the LTCP and rnore inrportantly their cormitment to seek chFnges
in local DC ordinances toJe,[ftoJe bsrriers to LID implementation are solid commitments toward
this partnership effort. U$ffigreatly encouraged W tf" partnsrship approaches of ths Anacostia
Watershed Toxics Alliarci; wliich EPA convene4 and ths Anacostia Waterfront Initiative which
are serving to expand the reachof envimnmental management to many norrtraditional partners'
and melding economic development and environmental objectives. We are hopeful we san work
with you to apply this model to the LID challenge in DC.

Before leaving this subjeet, we would like to rep€at a caution on LID that onp of the
national leaders on LID, Larry Coftraa said in a recent Washington Post article on the subject:
"My preference b to take baby steps and make sure we know cxact$ what we're doi.g." From a
technical standpobt, CSO controls must by necessity be designed forpeak flow cooditions and
repeat storm conditions. While LID can prove usefirl for filtering flows and dgmpening the effects
during smaller storm conditions, it may not be nearly as efective in handling the peak flows of
rnajor storms which are the design conditions for the virtuat elimination of overflows ooutained in
the LTCP. Further, ground water rectrarge in tbe DC eavirons is madc difficuh by the soil types
and a legacy of fill material. These are zubjects for serious, continuing evaluation



We do not share your opinion that the LTCP can be approved without establishing that it
is in accord with water qualify standards (WQS). EPA's Combined Sewer Overflow Policy (the

CSO Policy), $/hich as you know has the effect ofFcderal la% reads' in part:

*...the permittee shbuld demongtrate each ofthe following:

i. the planned conrol program is deqwte to meet WQS and protect desigmted
use.r (erryhasis added), unless WQS or uscs cannot be rnet as a rcsult of natrnal
background conditions or pollution sources other than CSOs;

'i. the CSO dtscharge remalning afi* inplenentation of the planned conffol
progrsmwill not preclude the attainment of YQS or the receivingrwters'
designated uses (erphasis added) or contribute to theh impairmont...

iii. the plarmed control prognm will provide tbe m.rimum pollution reduction
benefits rcasonably attainabb and

, iv. The planned controlprogram is designed to allow cost efective expansion or
cost eftctive retrofitting if additional controls are subsequeutly determined tci be
necessary to rcet WQS or designated uses."

Thc CSO Policy makes it inappropriate for EPA to approve anLTCP which frlls slurt of
WQS. LTCP's nnrst provide the degrec of CSO control adeqrute to meet the water qualitY
required by WQS. Conversely, if a sate govermcnt decllcs that the desec of CSO control
required to rre€t existing WQS is not reasonabb attainablc, then'tbe stato may pmp9s changcs to
WQS which would allow a reasonable LTCP to be irylernented. This debate should occur with
*re understanding that the WQS process is dpamic, and as a resulf the content ofthe LTCP rnay
be adjusted over tine. EPA regulations require a bionnial review of WQS, which could affect .,
CSO (ad otber pollution sourses) phnning in tbe funne.

Givel the above, the citizens ofthe District of Colurnbia, expressed though th€ D. C.
Departrnent of Health, have to decide how much CSO contml is nmessary and afordable, given
knowledge available today. WQS should not drive a cgmrunity to rnnlcmert a LTCP without a
means ofnr*ing ttre intended goal of the plarl. As we "nderstad, DC has no curent plan+ to
nndr$ the designated uses or overarching goals of theh water qulity standards.

i trrplercntation of the current proposed LTCP is estimated 1e sliminete 96% of tbe CSO
volurne on an anntral basis, ad 98% of tbc dischargc to thc Anacostia Rirrcr. Tbc rcrnaining
overflows are not expected to be raw, first flush dischargee of untreated sewage but secondary
discharges &om tbe tumels whn they are full due to rep€at storm conditions. An4 curred
TMDL estimares,placc tbc CSO contributionto bacteria loo.ling inth Ansco$ia at 6l% of the
total load. Clearty, any remaining overflows will not be th€ conmning &ctors intbc attainment of
water quality standards for bscteria on the mainstem of tlp Ri'rur.



The cost ofthe prcsent plan is estimated at $1.26 biltion lfth€ WQS require the
elimination of all CSO (for conditions sush as were studM in the LTCP), ttre LTbP estimates
ttrat tbe cost'will be highr, at$2.24 billion If the WQS require tbe elimination of all CSO's
under all conditiong which would require ttre separation of the sanitary and stonn sewers, the
cost would be even mre, at $4,46 Billion Ttrose higber levels of control rnay well be beyond the
aflordable means ofth€ Disrict ofColumbia Tirne is also an inportant issue, and is inextricabty
tied to cost. Clearly, tbe citizens of tlr District of Cotumbb should bs concel!CId about th cost
benefit decisio& a matter to bc decided in large part ttuougb WQS choices by thc District of
Cofumbia

It is my hope, given our uuury corllrxln irterest* ihat we clo,icin forces to support the
early iurpleurutation of the LTCP and work in partroship to realize ths fult potential of source
codrols in the area I have taken tbe initiathe to scbedule a conference call with you SEptcrnbsr
I l, 2002 to discuss these and other points ard to ansrryer your questions.

Jerry Johnson, WASA
JimColliec, DCDOH



EXHIBIT D

Eorthjustice .
Anacostia Riverkeeper

A udub o n N at uralist S ociety
Friends of the Earth

Natural Resources Defense Council
Sierra Club, District of Columbia Chapter

November 21.2001

BY e-mail: Mohsin_Siddique(4dcwasa.corn

Dr. Mohsin Siddique
CSO Control Program Manager
D.C. Water and Sewer Authority
5000 Overlook Avenue, SW
Washington,Dc 20002

RE: Combined Sewer System Long Term Control Plan, Draft Report, June 2001

Dear Dr. Siddique:

We have the following comments on the above-referenced plan. These comments
supplement the comments submitted by the Clean Water Campaign, in which we also
participated.

Compliance with water quality standards:

The draft LTCP does not ensure compliance with water quality standards as
required by the Clean Water Act and EPA's CSO policy. The recommended alternative
would still allow numerous sewage overflows every year, comprising huntireds of
millions of gallons of untreated sewage mixed with runoff. WASA's own modeling
shows that these discharges would cause violations of the District of Columbia's numeric
criteria for bacteria and dissolved oxygen. Moreover, such discharges would violate the
District of Columbia's narrative prohibition on the discharge of untreated sewage and
litter. 21 DCMR I104.3. They would also violate other D.C. narrative water quality
standards, including 2l DCMR I104.1 and I104.4.

The LTCP analysis focuses primarily on compliance with: l) the District's
monthly geometric mean standard for fecal coliform; 2) the District's daily minimum
criteria for dissolved oxygen. The LTCP acknowledges that the recommended alternative
would not produce compliance with these standards at all times. In the "average" year,
CSOs alone would continue to cause violations of the fecal coliform standard on all three
rivers, and would continue to contribute to dissolved oxygen violations on the Anacostia.
In wetter years or more severe rain events, the number of instances in which CSOs cause
or contribute to violations of these standards would.certainly be greateq due both to



greater CSO frequency and volume, and less favorable receiving water conditions (due to
heavierwetweatherpollutionloadsfromothersources).,

The LTCP implies that compliance with the above-referenced numeric criteria for
fecal coliform and dissolved oxygen should be the principal measure of whether various
CSQ control strategies are worthwhile. Although any LTCP must certainly assure
compliance with these criteria, such compliance is plainly not sufficient to comply with
all of the District's standards. Among other things, D.C. quality standards also require
that Class A waters (which include all of the CSO receiving waters) "shall be free of
discharges of untreated sewage." 2l DCMR I104.3 (emphasis added). Thus, the
District's standards prohibit raw sewage discharges even where those discharges do not
cause an exceedance of the monthly geometric mean of 200 n/ml- fecal coliform, or a
violation of dissolved oxygen criteria.

District standards also require surface waters to be free from substances
attributable to point or nonpoint sources discharged in amounts that cause injury to or
produce adverse physiological changes in humans. 20 DCMR I104.1(d). The standards
further require protection of designated useso which for all of the affected D.C. waters
include primary contact recreation. These standards are not met solely by limiting fecal
coliform levels to a 200 n/ml- geometric mean, or by meeting dissolved oxygen criteria.
For example, a geometric mean standard for bacteria does not protect against high, short
term bacteria levels that are typical of CSO events. A person who swims or kayaks near a
CSO outfall during or immediately after a CSO event is not exposed to the monthly
geometric mean level of bacteria, butto the much higher levels associated with the CSO
discharge.

According to the CSO monitoring reports prepared by Greeley and Hansen,
bacteria levels in individual CSO discharges far exceed levels that are safe for human
exposure. For example, Greeley and Hansen reports that the "typical" range of E. Coli
levels in WASA's CSO discharges is 2,000 - 1,600,000 mpn/l00ml. These levels far
exceed EPA water quality criteria for single sample maximum bacteria levels. Under
EPA criteria, the maximum allowable E.Coli level in a single sample for primary contact
recreation waters is 576 mpn/I00 mL. This assumes only infrequent use and still leaves a
risk of gastroenteritis. EPA, Qualify Criteria for Water 1986, EPA 440/5-86-001
(5ll/87). EPA criteria are even more stringent to protect waters for moderate use - 298
mpn/l00 mL. A monthly geometric mean limit for fecal coliform does not prevent
bacteria levels that exceed these single sample EPA criteria.

' In this regard, the LTCP does not appear to provide separate projections of water quality impacts from
CSOs in the design "wet" year, or in years with more rainfall (or more intense events) than the design wet
year. Although not entirely clear from the text, it appears that the water quality projections in the LTCP
assume receiving water quality conditions in an "average" year - meaning an average of conditions over the
3 design years. If our assumption on this score is inconect, please explain the assumptions conceming
receiving water conditions that underlie the water qualif impacts projected in Appendices B, C, and D of
the LTCP, In any event, to demonstrate that the plan will assure compliance with water quality standards,
WASA must project water quality impacts under all potential weather conditions, not just the design years.
We call upon WASA to provide such projections.



For all the foregoing reasons, continued CSO discharges would also unlawfully
interfere with designated and existing uses on the Anacostia, the Potomac and Rock
Creek. The extremely high levels of bacteria and other pathogens in CSO discharges are
completely incompatible with primary contact recreation such as swimming and
kayaking. See, e.g.,21 DCMR 1104.6; EPA, Ambient Water Quality.Criteria for
Bacteria - 1986. All three of the foregoing rivers are designated for primary contact
recreation, and such recreation is an existing use on the Potomac and the Anacostia. See
attached affidavits. High pathogen levels in CSO discharges also interfere with
secondary contact recreation, which is both a designated and an existing use on all three
rivers. No adjustment in D.C. water quality standards can allow interference with
existing uses.

For the same reasons, the Plan's proposril to revise DC water quality standards
would not be legally acceptable under the Clean Water Act. The Act requires water
quality standards to always protect existing.uses.40 C.F.R. $$l3l.l0(g), l3l.l2(a)(l).
Allowing the discharge of raw sewage into waters currently used for primary and
secondary contact recreation would violate that mandate. Moreover, WASA's specific
proposal would establish waste transport or assimilation as the designated use of the
receiving waters whenever combined sewer system flows exceeded the capacity of the
CSS system. Such a result is prohibited by the Clean Water Act and EPA rules. 40 CFR
$ l3 l . l 0 (a ) .

We are aware that the D.C. Department of Health (DOH) has recently proposed
revisions to D.C. water quality standards. We contend that the proposed revisions are
unlawful and unacceptable, for reasons set forth in the attached comments dated
November 13,2001. Further, even ifthese revised standards are adopted, approied by
EPA, and allowed to stand, the LTCP would not be sufficient to assure compliance with
water quality standards. As noted above, combined sewer overflows impair existing and
designated'uses in all 3 rivers, and this would still be true regardless of whether DOH
revises numeric and narrative criteria. Moreover, the LTCP does not assure compliance
with the proposed numeric criteria for enterococci. Although the LTCP does not have
data for enterococci, it shows that the recommended altemative would continue to
produce unsafe levels of fecal coliform and e coli. There is every reason to expect
similar results with respect to enterbcocci. See EPA, Ambient Water Quality Criteria for
Bacteria - 1986. Even under the scenario apparently assumed by DOH in proposing the
standards revisions - a system designed to achieve 12 overflows per year on the Potomaco
and zero overflows on the Anacostia and Rock Creek in the design "dry" and "average"
years - compliance with the numeric criteria is not shown. With respect to at least the
Anacostia and Rock Creek, the DOH analysis apparently looked only at the impact on
water quality of CSOs alone. Although that it certainly a necessary analysis to assure
compliance with standards, it is not sufficient. In the real world, there will be pollutant
contributions from other sources such as separate storm sewer discharges. The LTCP
monitoring documents this. The plan must therefore assume that CSO loads will be
additive to pollutant loads from other sources. Given that these other pollutant loadings
are sometimes significant, CSOs can and will contribute to violations of standards even in
situations where CSOs alone would not.



Moreover, the DOH analysis apparently assumes rainfall no greater than that in
the design "wet" year. The reality is that there have been and will be more intense rain
storms, and wetter years, than experienced in the design year. As noted above,
compliance with standards has to be shown at all times, not just in the design years. For
all these reasons, compliance with water quality standards has not been shown, even
under the scenario assumed by DOH.

Model under prediction of overflows

We are very concerned about instances in which the CSO system model predicted
no overflows at times when overflows in fact occurred at various CSO outfalls. These
instances are shown in Table 5-8 of Study Memorandum LTCP-5-4: Combined Sewer
System Model Documentation, Draft, August 2001 (prepared for WASA by Greeley and
Hansen). Outfalls showing actual overflows where the model predicted none include
numbers 10, 19 (swirl by-pass), 20,21 and 49. In a number of instances the actual
overflows at these times were very substantial. For example, event number Vl9 involved
an overflow of more than 10 million gallons at outfall 019 (swirl by-pass) when the
model predicted no overflow at all. Such instances raise very serious questions about
whether the model is accurately predicting the number and volume of overflows under
various scenarios. WASA mustexplain if and how it can rely on the modelunder these
circumstances. If WASA intends to rely on'the model despite these inaccuracies, we ask
WASA to explain how it has or will account for model under prediction in its design of
CSO control strategies relevant to the affected outfalls. Where the model under predicts
overflows, WASA must provide additional storage or other CSO control measures to
compensate for that under prediction.

Reducing system inflow

According to recent WASA studies, there is up to I l8 mgd of extraneous flow in
the sewage system consisting of wasted potable water, pumped foundation dewatering,
and conventional sewer line infiltration and inflow. WASA, Wastewater Flow Reduction
Plan, September 1999, at l-1 (Prepared for WASA by PEER Consultants, P.C.). That
amounts to more than2/3 of the total dailv District flow to Blue Plains. Reduction of
these extraneous flows would reduce base flow and thereby reduce CSOs. Unfortunately,
the draft LTCP does not contain any measures to reduce wastewater flows, even though
the cost of doing so is relatively modest. The plan appears to assume a reduction of
approximately 12 mgd through flow reduction measures, but does not actually commit to
implement any specific such measures as part of the LTCP.

WASA's refusal to include an aggressive flow reduction program in the plan is
indefensible. WASA's own water oonservation plan shows that base flows could be
reduced by l0% with a very modest conservation program. WASA, Water Conservation
Plan, Water Conservation and Flow Reduction Program, Task 1, DCFA #357-WSA,
September 2000, at 7-4 (Prepared by PEER Consultants). The maximum annual cost of



this program is $2.6 million, a very modest amount compared with most other measures
in the plan. Moreover, substantial additional flow reductions are achievable through a
more aggressive program. New York City has achieved flow reductions of 17% through
a conservation program, and expects to achieve another l0%o in the next 5-8 years.
Among otherrthings, New York offered much higher rebates for low flow fixtures than
proposed by WASA. WASA's Water Conservation Plan itself also identifies numerous
additional strategies that could achieve significant further reductions. Id. Table 6-5,
Group 2 and 3 measures. WASA could also achieve substantial savings by adopting
conservation billing, and approach already used by WSSC. The LTCP offers no reasons
for failing to include all of the above-described measures as part of the CSO control
strategy.

Substantial savings could also be realized through an aggressive inflow reduction
program. WASA's own Wastewater Flow Reduction Plan identifies the following
potential reductions (daily average reduction over an entire year):

* 8.6 mgd from eliminating pumped groundwater from the system

3.5 mgd through targeted storm sewer disconnects from the combined
system

* 4.1 mgd through infiltration and inflow (I&l) reduction.

Wastewater Flow Reduction Plan at9-1. Moreover, the above estimates represent only
average daily reductions. During peak flows of the type that produce CSOs, the
reductions from targeted storm sewer disconnects and I&I controls would be much more
substantial, Assuming rainfall approximately once every 5 days, it is reasonable to
expect flow reductions 5 times the above estimates (i.e., 5 times the average) during a
peak event. That would translate to a wet weather flow reduction of 38 mgd from just
two of the above measures, an extraordinary reduction in flows that would otherwise
contribute to CSOs. The cost of all three of the above measures is estimated to be about
$106 million - a relatively modest expense compared with other more intensive
engineering approaghes - and a cost that will also produce non-CSO related benefits in
terms of reduced-base flow treatment costs.

All together, the potential wet weather flow reductions from just some of the
measures recommended in the above-refprenced WASA plans total more than 56 mgd.
Plainly, the LTCP must include much more substantial wastewater flow reduction
measures.

Failure to comply with CSO Policy

The draft LTCP fails to satisfy the following requirements of EPA's CSO Policy,
59 Fed. Reg. 18688 (April 19,1994):



a. "The selected controls should be designed to allow cost effe-ctive expansion or
cost effective retrofitting if additional controls are subsequently determined to be
necessary to meet WQS, including existing and designated uses." ld. at 18691/2.
WASA's plan does not meet this requirement. WASA has not even considered how it
would expand or retrofit the recommended system if additional controls are later found to
be necessary to meet water quality standards. This is a critical deficiency in the plan that
must be fully corrected before EPA can approve it.

b. "The Plan should also include both fixed-date project implementation
schedules (which may be phased) and a financing plan to design and construct the project
as soon as practicable." Id. at 1869113. The draft LTCP does not have fixed-date
implementation schedules for each of the measures included in the plan. The LTCP does
include projected time frames for some of the measures, but these are stated in terms of
months or years after approval of the LTCP. Moreover, WASA has not shown that its
plan provides for design and construction as soon as practicable. As noted elsewhere, the
Z}-year time frame for this plan is grossly excessive, and has not been rationally justified
by WASA either on financial or technological grounds. Atlanta has proposed a
comparable CSO LTCP with a 7 year completion schedule. City of Atlanta, CSO
Remedial Measures Report, April 2001 (CH2Mhill). The Atlanta plan includes
substantial sewer separation, 2 very large tunnels, construction of new treatment
facilities, and other features. Moreover, WASA has failed to justify the extraordinarily
long times frames for individual components of this plan. For example, the plan provides
6 years to rehabilitate the Potomac Pump station and 8 years for the Main and O station.
There is no reason that these projects could not be completed in the half the time.

c. "Eliminate or relocate overflows that discharge to,sensitive areas wherever
physically possible and economically achievable, except where elimination or relocation
would provide less environmental protection than additional treatment." 59 Fed Reg. at
18692/2. The Policy defrnes "sensitive areas" as including "waters with primary contact
recreation" and "waters with threatened or endangered species and their habitat." As
indicated above, both the Anacostia and the Potomac are waters with primary contact
recreation. Rock Creek is home to an endangered species. Accordingly, WASA must
eliminate or relocate the CSO outfalls on these rivers, unless WASA can demonstrate that
this is not physically possible or economically achievable, or that it would provide less
environmental protection than additional treatment. WASA has not made such a
demonstration here.

Even if WASA were able to credibly make such a demonstration, the CSO Policy
requires that WASA then "provide the level of treatment for remaining overflows deemed
necessary to meet WQS for full protection of existing and designated uses." Id. WASA
has not met this requirement because its recommended control alternative provides no
level of treatment for remaining overflows to these rivers, and treatment would be
necessary for full protection of existing and designated uses. Among other things, the
remaining overflows under the recommended alternative will contain extremely high
levels of bacteria that will make these rivers unsafe for primary and secondary contact
recreation. Treatment of such overflows would be necessary to protect existing and



designated uses. We believe the CSO policy requires such treatment for any remaining
overflows, whether to sensitive areas or elsewhere. This treatment must include primary
treatment or better, iricluding solids removal and disinfection to the degree necessary to
fully protect existing and designated uses, and removal of hannful chemical residuals.
See 59 Fed. Reg. at 18692-94. High rate physical chemical treatment would provide
even more effective protection of water quality standards than traditional primary
treatment and disinfection/dechlorination, and is included in the Atlanta CSO Plan.

d. The plan should include a post-construction water quality monitoring program
adequate to verifr compliance with water quality standards and protection of designated
uses as well as to ascertain the effectiveness of CSO controls. This program should
include a plan that details the monitoring protocols to be followed, including the
necessary effluent and ambient monitoring and, where appropriate, other monitoring
protocols such as biological assessments, whole effluent toxicity testing, and sediment
sampling. WASA's draft LTCP does not meet these requirements. Although the plan
states that post construction monitoring will be conducted, it provides almost no details
on how, when, and where such monitoring will be conducted. To comply with the CSO
policy, the monitoring provisions of the plan must identiff the specific outfalls and
instream locations that willbe monitored, the parameters that will be measured, the
frequency of monitoring, the manner in which results will be reported, the monitoring
methods to be used, and similar details. The plan must also speciff schedules for
commencing such monitoring, as individual components of the LTCP are completed.
The plan must also show how the chosen monitoring program will be adequate to verifl
compliance with water qualily standards, protection of uses, arid the effectiveness of CSO
controls.

We support the proposal to provide a visual notification system, as discussed on
page ES-15. However, there must be a schedule for installing and implementing this
system. Given that the need for notification is a current one, the schedule should require
completion of the notification system within the next 12 months.

Other measures: A majority of dry weather flow and a significant portion of wet weather
flow in the WASA sewer system comes from outside District - all of this is from separate
sanitary sewers. A substantial part of this gets dumped into the District's combined
system lines. According to Greeley and Hansen, lToh of the combined sewer overflow
volume District-wide is attributable to flows from Maryland and Virginia. Greeley and
Hansen states that, if flows from Maryland and Virginia were stopped, CSO volume
would be cut by 12% in the Anacostia,27o/o in the Potomac, and SYoin Rock Creek.
WASA must consider the option of requiring the Virginia and Maryland jurisdictions to
build new interceptors to carry that sanitary flow directly to Blue Plains, thereby relieving
loading on the combined system. Alternatively, Virginia and Maryland jurisdictions
must be required to pay the cost of reducing overflows by these amounts. Virginia and
Maryland jurisdictions must also be required to institute stronger measures to reduce peak
fl ows through infiltration/infl ow control programs.



IVASA has sometimes asserted that it is obligated under the Inter-municipal
Agreement QMA) to handle and treat flows from Maryland and Virginia up to the
maximum allocations under that agreement. However, the IMA also specifically
obligates Maryland and Virginia jurisdictions to "take all reasonable precautions to
exclude surface water, rain water and groundwater" from their sewer systems. IMA
$3.8.7. Moreover, the flow allocations under the IMA expire in 2010. IMA 53.A. Now
is therefore an apropos time to re-evaluate the handling of these flows, and consider
whether WASA should propose off-loading some or all of the suburban flows from the
Blue Plains system.

Sincerely,

Earthjustice
David S. Baron

Anacostia Riverkeeper
Damon Whitehead

Audubon Naturalist Societv
NealFitzpatrick

Friends of the Earth
Brent Blackwelder

Natural Resources Defense Council
Nancy Stoner

Sierra Club, District of Columbia Chapter
Marchant Wentworth


